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(D) use appropriate tools such as balances, ballistic carts or equivalent, batteries, computers, constant velocity cars, 
convex lenses, copper wire, discharge tubes with power supply (H, He, Ne, Ar), data acquisition probes and 
software, dynamics and force demonstration equipment, electrostatic generators, electrostatic kits, friction blocks, 
graph paper, graphing technology, hand-held visual spectroscopes, inclined planes, iron filings, lab masses, laser 
pointers, magnets, magnetic compasses, metric rulers, motion detectors, multimeters (current, voltage, 
resistance), optics bench, optics kit, photogates, plane mirrors, prisms, protractors, pulleys, resistors, rope or 
string, scientific calculators, stopwatches, springs, spring scales, switches, tuning forks, wave generators, or other 
equipment and materials that will produce the same results;  

(i) use appropriate tools 

(E) collect quantitative data using the International System of Units (SI) and qualitative data as evidence;  

(i) collect quantitative data using the International System of Units (SI) 

(ii) collect qualitative data as evidence 

(F) organize quantitative and qualitative data using bar charts, line graphs, scatter plots, data tables, labeled diagrams, 
and conceptual mathematical relationships;  

(i) organize quantitative data using bar charts 

(ii) organize quantitative data using line graphs 

(iii) 
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(ii) engage respectfully in scientific argumentation using empirical evidence 

(4) Scientific and engineering practices. The student knows the contributions of scientists and recognizes the importance of 
scientific research and innovation on society. The student is expected to:  

(A) analyze, evaluate, and critique scientific explanations and solutions by using empirical evidence, logical reasoning, 
and experimental and observational testing, so as to encourage critical thinking by the student;  

(i) analyze scientific explanations and solutions by using empirical evidence so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student 

(ii) analyze scientific explanations and solutions by using logical reasoning so as to encourage critical thinking 
by the student 

(iii) analyze scientific explanations and solutions by using experimental testing so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student 

(iv) analyze scientific explanations and solutions by using observational testing so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student 

(v) evaluate scientific explanations and solutions by using empirical evidence so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student 

(vi) evaluate scientific explanations and solutions by using logical reasoning so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student 

(vii) evaluate scientific explanations and solutions by using experimental testing so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student 

(viii) evaluate scientific explanations and solutions by using observational testing so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student 

(ix) critique scientific explanations and solutions by using empirical evidence so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student 

(x) critique scientific explanations and solutions by using logical reasoning so as to encourage critical thinking 
by the student 

(xi) critique scientific explanations and solutions by using experimental testing so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student 

(xii) critique scientific explanations and solutions by using observational testing so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student 

(B) relate the impact of past and current research on scientific thought and society, including research methodology, 
cost-benefit analysis, and contributions of diverse scientists as related to the content; and  

(i) 
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(v) combine vectors using graphical vector addition 

(vi) combine vectors using the Pythagorean theorem 

(C) describe and analyze motion in one dimension using equations with the concepts of distance, displacement, speed, 
velocity, frames of reference, and acceleration;  

(i) describe motion in one dimension using equations with the [concept] of distance 

(ii) describe motion in one dimension using equations with the [concept] of displacement 

(iii) describe motion in one dimension using equations with the [concept] of speed 

(iv) describe motion in one dimension using equations with the [concept] of velocity 

(v) describe motion in one dimension using equations with the [concept] of frames of reference 

(vi) describe mo
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(ii) calculate the effect of forces on objects, including tension, using the relationship between force and 
acceleration as represented by Newton's second law of motion 

(iii) calculate the effect of forces on objects, including friction, using free body diagrams 

(iv) calculate the effect of forces on objects, including friction, using the relationship between force and 
acceleration as represented by Newton's second law of motion 

(v) calculate the effect of forces on objects, including normal, using free body diagrams 

(vi) calculate the effect of forces on objects, including normal, using the relationship between force and 
acceleration as represented by Newton's second law of motion 

(vii) 
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(vi) predict the effects on objects in orbiting systems using Newton's law of universal gravitation 

(6) Science concepts. The student knows the nature of forces in the physical world. The student is expected to:  

(A) use scientific notation and predict how the magnitude of the electric force between two objects depends on their 
charges and the distance between their centers using Coulomb's law;  

(i) use scientific notation 

(ii) predict how the magnitude 
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(vii) design parallel circuits using schematics 

(viii) design  parallel circuits using materials 

(ix) construct series circuits using schematics 

(x) construct series circuits using materials 

(xi) construct parallel circuits using schematics 

(xii) construct  parallel circuits using materials 

(E) calculate current through, potential difference across, resistance of, and power used by electric circuit elements 
connected in both series and parallel circuits using Ohm's law.  

(i) calculate current through electric circuit elements connected in series circuits using Ohm's law 

(ii) calculate current through electric circuit elements connected in parallel circuits using Ohm's law 

(iii) calculate potential difference across electric circuit elements connected in  series circuits using Ohm's law 

(iv) calculate potential difference across electric circuit elements connected in parallel circuits using Ohm's 
law 

(v) calculate resistance of electric circuit elements connected in series circuits using Ohm's law 

(vi) calculate resistance of electric circuit elements connected in parallel circuits using Ohm's law 

(vii) calculate power used by electric circuit elements connected in  series circuits using Ohm's law 

(viii) calculate power used by electric circuit elements connected in parallel circuits using Ohm's law 

(7) Science concepts. The student knows that changes occur within a physical system and applies the laws of conservation of 
energy and momentum. The student is expected to:  

(A) calculate and explain work and power in one dimension and identify when work is and is not being done by or on a 
system;  

(i) calculate work in one dimension 

(ii) calculate power in one dimension 

(iii) explain work in one dimension 

(iv) explain power in one dimension 

(v) identify when work is being done by or on a system 

(vi) identify when work is not being done by or on a system 

(B) investigate and calculate mechanical, kinetic, and potential energy of a system;  

(i) investigate mechanical energy of a system 

(ii) investigate kinetic energy of a system 

(iii) investigate potential energy of a system 

(iv) calculate mechanical energy of a system 

(v) calculate kinetic energy of a system 

(vi) calculate potential energy of a system 
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(C) apply the concept of conservation of energy using the work-energy theorem, energy diagrams, and energy 
transformation equations, including transformations between kinetic, potential, and thermal energy;  

(i) apply the concept of conservation of energy using the work-energy theorem 

(ii) apply the concept of conservation of energy using energy diagrams 

(iii) apply the concept of conservation of energy using energy transformation equations, including 
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(ii) investigate characteristics of waves, including frequency 

(iii) investigate characteristics of waves, including amplitude 

(iv) investigate characteristics of waves, including wavelength 

(v) analyze characteristics of waves, including velocity 

(vi) analyze characteristics of waves, including frequency 

(vii) analyze characteristics of waves, including amplitude 

(viii) analyze characteristics of waves, including wavelength 

(ix) calculate using the relationships between wave speed, frequency, and wavelength 

(D) investigate behaviors of waves, including reflection, refraction, diffraction, interference, standing wave, the 
Doppler effect and polarization and superposition; and  

(i) investigate behaviors of waves, including reflection 

(ii) investigate behaviors of waves, including refraction 

(iii) investigate behaviors of waves, including diffraction 

(iv) investigate behaviors of waves, including interference 

(v) investigate behaviors of waves, including standing wave 

(vi) investigate behaviors of waves, including the Doppler effect 

(vii) investigate behaviors of waves, including polarization 

(viii) investigate behaviors of waves, including superposition 

(E) compare the different applications of the electromagnetic spectrum, including radio telescopes, microwaves, and 
x-rays;  

(i)  
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(9) Science concepts. The student knows examples of quantum phenomena and their applications. The student is expected to:  

(A) describe the photoelectric effect and emission spectra produced by various atoms and how both are explained by 
the photon model for light;  

(i) describe the photoelectric effect 

(ii) describe the emission spectra produced by various atoms 

(iii) describe how [the photoelectric effect is] explained by the photon model for light 

(iv) describe how [emission spectra produced by various atoms is] explained by the photon model for light 

(B) investigate Malus's Law and describe examples of applications of wave polarization, including 3-D movie glasses 
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